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'They don't want to go shopping for their wives in Paris; they don't want to go
visit their bank accounts in Geneva.'
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'Are you aware that if you take out gun accidents and auto accidents, that the
United States actually is better than those other countries?'
GOP Sen. John Ensign, on how the U.S. health-care system compares with those of
foreign countries.
'It was only a matter of time. There is too much collateral damage.'
Campbell Harvey, a business professor at Duke University, on the resignation of Bank
of America CEO Ken Lewis.
'You hope people would send a text message, checking in advance, "Are you willing to
sleep somewhere else tonight?"
Amber Madison, a 2005 alumna and former sex columnist at Tufts University, which has
outlawed sexual activity in dorm rooms while a roommate is present.
'It was like a monster-just black water coming to you.'
Luana Tavale, an American Samoa government employee, on the tsunami that followed an
8.3-magnitude earthquake.
'They don't want to go shopping for their wives in Paris; they don't want to go
visit their bank accounts in Geneva.'
Danielle Pletka, of the American Enterprise Institute, on why typical sanctions,
like denying state officials visas, would not work with Iran.
'We need to realize that he is an enemy of humanity.'
GOP Rep. Trent Franks, on the president, at a "Take Back America" conference. Franks
later said he meant to call Obama an enemy of "unborn humanity."
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